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Best Performance Frontiers for Buy-Online-Pickup-in-Store 
Order Fulfilment 
 
Abstract 
With the proliferation of omni-channel retailing, Buy-Online-Pickup-in-Store (BOPS) retail services 
have gained increasing popularity as they have benefits for both customers and retailers. However, 
using conventional retail stores to fulfil orders received online whilst also serving walk-in customers is 
challenging for retailers, particularly when a high customer service level is promised to online 
customers (e.g., order by a certain time and pick up in store after a specific time later the same day). 
This paper examines store picking operations for same day BOPS services. Specifically, we derive Best 
Performance Frontiers (BPFs) for single wave and multi-wave order picking. New relationships, 
propositions, and results are presented to determine the minimum picking rate needed in stores to 
guarantee a target service level, the number of picking waves a retailer should launch in an ordering 
cycle, and the timing of picking waves. We also examine demand surge scenarios with different order 
arrival rates in an ordering cycle. Insights and implications of the results are discussed for retailers 
that seek to benchmark their current BOPS performances and understand how to schedule and 
improve the picking of online orders in conventional retail stores and the picking rates needed to 
guarantee a desired service level for online customers. 
 
Key words: Omni-channel retailing, BOPS, Best Performance Frontier, picking rate, picking waves. 
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1. Introduction  
Retailing has entered the omni-channel era. Customers demand a channel-agnostic and seamless 
shopping experience across physical stores, mobile, online and other platforms. Both practitioners 
and academic researchers acknowledge that omni-channel is the future of retailing (Deloitte, 2015b; 
EY, 2015; Saghiri et al., 2017; Sopadjieva et al., 2017). One of the strong omni-channel trends is the 
‘Buy-Online-Pickup-in-Store’ model, known as BOPS, which integrates online and offline operations 
by allowing customers to place orders online and collect them in their chosen stores (Chen et al., 
2016). For retailers, BOPS services relieve them of the responsibility for managing last mile deliveries. 
It also allows them to use inventories inside stores within their networks for online fulfilment (Ishfaq 
& Raja, 2018). Additionally, it provides an opportunity for retailers to cross-sell and cross-promote 
products, which leads to revenue growth (Cao & Li, 2015). For customers, BOPS services are more 
flexible than home deliveries as they do not involve having to wait at home. They may also be more 
economical as most of the BOPS services offered by retailers are provided free (Witcher, 2018). A 
study by Gibson et al. (2016) showed that 67% of customers surveyed had used a BOPS service. BOPS 
services are offered by many retailers (Forrester, 2014) and are likely to become more prevalent as the 
landscape for omni-channel retailing is highly competitive (Ishfaq & Raja, 2018). Amazon now 
provides same day delivery, which raises the bar for online fulfilment speed. Omni-channel retailers 
can potentially fight back with same day BOPS fulfilment services or even fulfilment within a few 
hours using their well-established store networks (Butler, 2016). 
 
Notwithstanding its popularity, fulfilling BOPS orders in stores is very challenging for retailers. 
Inaccurate store inventories hinder cross-channel fulfilment and also increase stock-out possibilities 
for walk-in customers (Forrester, 2014). In addition, in-store picking is a manual operation. 
Insufficient store staffing levels can lead to a low order fill rate for online customers (Mahar & Wright, 
2017), while overstaffing burdens the retailer with higher costs. It is challenging for omni-channel 
retailers to leverage their conventional stores for online fulfilment while balancing the need to also 
serve walk-in customers. Retailers need to consider the timing of fulfilment activities without clogging 
the shopping store aisles and disrupting the shopping experience of walk-in customers (Enders & 
Jelasssi, 2009; Spencer, 2016). Retailers must optimize in-store picking operations to fulfil BOPS 
orders effectively and profitably (Spencer, 2016). Only a limited amount of research has been done to 
address problems associated with fulfilling BOPS orders within retail stores. Here we investigate and 
develop models for the in-store picking of BOPS orders. 
 
Our research casts light on critical decisions regarding in-store picking operations for same day BOPS 
services. Specifically, we derive Best Performance Frontiers (BPFs) for BOPS order fulfilment and 
determine the minimum picking rate and the number of picking waves required to achieve a targeted 
service level set by a retailer offering a BOPS service. A picking wave is defined as the release of a 
batch of online orders for fulfilment (Çeven and Gue, 2017). The analysis also determines the time for 
a retailer to commence order picking and investigates whether a retailer should pick orders once per 
cycle or multiple times throughout the cycle.  
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature. Section 3 
presents analytical models to determine the picking rate required and the release times of picking 
waves to achieve a target service level. We consider different cases when a retailer picks a single wave 
and multiple waves per cycle. We also investigate two scenarios when a retailer encounters a surge in 
demand, either well before or close to the order cut-off time. Section 4 discusses the managerial 
insights and implications for retailers regarding how to organize and schedule their in-store picking 
operations. Section 5 summarizes the findings and discusses future research directions.  
 
2. Literature review 
Two streams of literature are closely related to this research - the broader research on omni-channel 
modes of fulfilment in the retail sector and more specific research on order picking strategies. 
 
Hübner et al. (2016a) is one of the first research studies to develop a thorough omni-channel 
fulfilment classification based on the sources and destinations of product flows. Using extensive 
empirical research they identify three main omni-channel forward distribution services: traditional in-
store buying, home delivery and store pickup. Sources for home delivery and store pickups can be a 
retailer’s distribution centers (DC), a retailer’s store or supplied directly from a supplier’s DC. They 
also delineate the difference between BOPS and ship-to-store initiatives where the former service uses 
store inventories and the latter uses DC inventories to fulfil BOPS orders. Comparisons between 
different fulfilment sources have been studied on aspects such as picking efficiency, substitution and 
stock out rates, rollout speed, customer waiting time, and the width of product assortments available 
to customers (Boyer et al., 2003; Randall et al., 2006; Hovelaque et al., 2007; Enders and Jelassi, 
2009; Strang, 2013; Gibson et al., 2016; Ishfaq, 2017). Also, comparisons of BOPS services with last 
mile delivery services can be found on both costs and service considerations (Park and Regan, 2004; 
McLeod et al., 2006; Deloitte, 2015a).  
 
Researchers are paying more attention to the value of leveraging existing retail distribution assets 
such as retail stores and integrating online and offline channels to exploit synergy effects (Lee and 
Whang, 2001; Bahn and Fischer, 2003; Bendoly et al., 2007; Aksen and Altinkemer, 2008; Mou et al., 
2018). Extant research on BOPS services can be divided into two categories. The first focuses on front-
end services, including what types of products are suitable for BOPS demand (Bhatnagar and Syam, 
2014; Cao et al., 2016; Gao and Su, 2017; Jin et al., 2018), how to allocate BOPS revenues between 
online and offline channels (Gao and Su, 2017), and the determination of the size of a BOPS service 
area (Jin et al., 2018). The second focuses on back-end operations for providing BOPS services, 
including the determination of the best set of stores to be converted for online fulfilment capabilities 
(Aksen and Altinkemer, 2008; Mahar et al., 2012; Mahar et al., 2014), and the optimal replenishment 
quantities for stores to satisfy both traditional in-store and online demand (Xu et al., 2017). However, 
both the amount and the coverage of literature that seeks to model BOPS service operations and 
related problems such as picking are very limited. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study on 
the operational level decisions for picking online orders in stores, which is a critical part of the process 
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for successful BOPS offerings that seek to achieve same day fulfilment or fulfilment within a few hours 
whilst guaranteeing a high level of customer service level (Zgutowicz et al., 2012; Spencer, 2016). 
 
Customers’ expectations for faster delivery have left narrower processing windows for retailers to fulfil 
orders received online. The situation is more daunting considering the typical demand profile of 
online orders: high frequency and unpredictability, small batch sizes, and high variety (Mahar et al., 
2011). For research on warehouse fulfilment related issues such as storage assignment for traditional 
offline demand, readers are referred to review papers such as de Koster et al. (2007). The thrust of the  
extant research on online order picking operations in warehouses focuses mainly on three problems: 
1) optimal order batching and grouping (Gong & de Koster, 2008; Nieuwenhuyse & de Koster, 2009; 
Hsieh & Huang, 2011; Leung et al., 2018), 2) picking routing to minimize travel distance or 
throughput time (Lu et al., 2016; Giannikas et al., 2017), and 3) combinatorial optimization of 
batching and routing problems (Cheng et al., 2015; van Gils et al., 2018). 
 
Many retailers use the approach of picking online orders from within a retail store to fulfil orders 
received online, particularly when same day collection is offered. Much of the literature on picking 
operations in warehouses or DCs does not apply directly to in-store picking due to the distinctive 
features of the store picking setting. In-store order fulfilment activities are mainly manual (Hübner et 
al., 2016b) and typically each order is assigned to a specific picker without order splitting. For 
example, each picker is typically responsible for less than 6 orders in the stores of the major British 
Supermarket, Tesco, before receiving the next picking list (Boyer et al., 2003). Orders are picked one 
by one or in small batches to be ready for collection for the advertised collection time in stores. In 
contrast, in warehouses and DCs, a multi-item order may be picked by several pickers simultaneously 
with each picker picking a specific item for a group of orders in batch picking (Parikh & Meller, 2008). 
Orders are then sorted and packed ready for delivery. A further primary difference between in-store 
and warehouse or DC picking operations lies in the fluctuation of picking rate. Picking rate is more 
unstable in stores with walk-in customers, as pickers may have other jobs within the store and picking 
activities may be halted during peak hours to avoid congestion. Thus, there are many open questions 
in relation to optimal in-store picking operations for online orders.  
 
A specific attribute of the BOPS problem is the presence of pre-specified hard deadlines for the 
ordering window and the advertised pick up time at which an ordered item will be available. Although 
there is a significant number of studies on minimizing travel distance and throughput time in the 
warehouse fulfilment literature, only a very limited amount of work has been carried out on 
optimizing fulfilment performance in the presence of specific delivery deadlines. In fact, there are very 
few studies on order fulfilment activities in general with a specified due date (Yan et al., 2010; 
Nekoiemehr et al., 2018). Doerr and Gue (2013) proposed and justified a performance metric they 
termed ‘Next Schedule Deadline’ (NSD) for deadline-oriented picking in the context of warehouse 
fulfilment systems. NSD measures the fraction of online orders arriving between two consecutive cut-
off times that are fulfilled before a pre-defined deadline. Çeven and Gue (2017) determine the optimal 
release times and the number of waves to fulfil online orders against daily deadlines treating the 
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picking rate as a known parameter and focusing on the optimal wave release time to maximize NSD. 
Their research is based on a warehouse picking setting where the order cut-off time is assumed to be 
the same as the deadline. We use the NSD metric to answer different questions in the context of store 
picking with an advertised order cut-off time and an advertised pickup time, which provides a 
deadline for the completion of order fulfilment operations. For BOPS services we consider both the 
picking wave release time(s) and the picking rate to be unknown variables to be determined. 
 
In this work, we derive BPFs for in-store picking for same day BOPS fulfilment.  Surprisingly, given 
the widespread prevalence of BOPS services, there is a paucity of studies examining in-store picking 
activities for this mode of retail fulfilment. To fill this gap, we develop analytical models to meet a 
target service level for in-store BOPS demand fulfilment whilst seeking to minimize the picking rate. 
Retailers seek to minimize the required picking rate because in-store picking activities are 
predominantly manual and the picking rate is directly related to the staffing level, which translates 
into store labor costs. We determine the minimum picking rate required to attain a pre-defined 
service level. We investigate single and multiple wave scenarios. We determine the number of picking 
waves required in a day and their timings to meet BOPS demand through in-store fulfilment. Our 
research is one of the first attempts to study operational level decisions for in-store picking.  
 
3. Best Performance Frontiers (BPFs) for BOPS order fulfilment 
We first describe the in-store picking problem for a BOPS service and then identify a best performance 
frontier (BPF) for BOPS order fulfilment through single and multi-wave picking. 
 
3.1. Problem description 
We consider the setting where an omni-channel retailer promises customers to have their orders 
ready for collection after a specific deadline if they place their orders before the cut-off time.  For 
example, the British supermarket, Sainsbury’s, currently offers customers a same day BOPS service: if 
you order before 12am, you can collect after 4pm. This cycle repeats daily so that the orders that 
should be available for collection by today’s deadline (4pm today) were placed sometime between 
yesterday’s cut-off time (12am yesterday) and today’s cut-off time (12am today) (see Fig. 1). 
 
Figure 1. Illustration of the same day BOPS service promise by the British supermarket Sainsbury's. 
 
The retailer has to pick all orders accumulated for the store during a cycle of length  . The order cut-
off time and the promised collection deadline for the current cycle of orders are denoted by  and . 
Orders placed by  12am can be collected in 
the store after 4pm –current cycle
Cut-off time
(12am)
Cut-off time
(12am)
Deadline 
(4pm)
Y esterday Today
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Hence, the current cycle of orders is defined by the time that elapses between two consecutive order 
cut-off times,  −  and	. 
 
Most retailers will aspire to meet their BOPS promise with a high level of service reliability. We 
therefore use the NSD metric to measure service level for BOPS demand (Doerr and Gue, 2013): 
 
	 = 																		                              (1) 
 
As retailers seek to guarantee online fulfilment service reliability, the minimum value of 	 will be 
high, typically in excess of 0.9. 
 
We assume the daily order demand rate in any location,	, to be constant. This is a reasonable initial 
assumption given that BOPS systems are typically high volume with incoming online demand 
accumulating over time. We consider different levels of demand in different periods later in the 
analysis (Section 3.5). We assume the in-store picking rate  to be constant and that demand can be 
met, i.e.,  ≥  always holds. Retailers are interested in keeping a constant staffing level and therefore 
constant picking rate, as hiring and firing employees will incur costs. With a specific picking rate, the 
retailer may or may not finish all the accumulated orders in the current cycle before the deadline.  
 
Once picking commences, the retailer may seek to pick orders in a single wave or may perform 
multiple waves of picking. When orders are picked in multiple waves, we assume that these are 
immediately sequential (see Section 3.6), i.e., the next picking wave starts immediately after the end of 
the current wave. We assume that there are no restrictions on store operations hours and that picking 
activities can be operated round the clock. We assume also that orders are picked on a First-Come-
First-Serve (FCFS) basis and the processing time for each order is the same. 
 
Figure 2 illustrates three different response policies to a constant order arrival process (demand 
rate	): The dashed orders curve shows the cumulative demand over time. Three picking waves are 
released at times  − ,  and  + . Response 1 processes online orders with a rate equal to the 
demand rate ( = ); response 2 picks orders at a faster rate than the demand (the picking duration "# is shorter than cycle T), and response 3 picks orders at an infinite rate ( = ∞). Figure 2 does not 
incorporate cut-off times and deadlines. Our analysis in the next sections aims at quantifying how 
different response policies (in terms of picking rate  and wave release time	) impact on service level 
for given cut-off times	, deadlines  and demand rate	. Table 1 lists the notation we use for this in-
store picking problem. 
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Figure 2. Different response policies to a constant order arrival process. 
 
Table 1. Notation for the single and multi-wave store picking problem. 
Notation Explanation  The number of picking waves for a cycle of orders  The cycle length (one day, i.e.,  = 1 for BOPS)   The order cut-off time   The deadline when BOPS orders should be ready for customers to collect  & The finishing time of the (last) picking wave for a cycle of orders   The starting time (i.e., release time) for picking using a single wave  '∗ The starting time for picking using a single wave on the BPF ,*  The starting time for picking the j-th wave (j= 2, … N) ',+∗ The starting time for picking the j-th wave (j= 2, … N) on the BPF ',1, The starting time for picking the first wave with N-1 picking waves  ∗ Demand rate switch point in the case with two different arrival rates  Same day BOPS demand arrival rate  The picking rate in stores using a single wave  ∗ The minimum picking rate in stores using a single wave  - The picking rate in stores with N picking waves for a cycle of orders -∗ The minimum picking rate in stores with N picking waves  
 
3.2. Single wave picking 
In single wave picking, a single picking wave is released at time tw to process all λT orders that have 
accumulated in (tw-T, tw] with a picking rate µ ≥ λ. The orders that contribute to NSD are those that 
arrive in order cycle (tc-T, tc] and that are picked before the deadline td with tc ≤ td < tc+T.  For a 
constant picking rate , picking activities will finish at time & =  +  ⁄ . Either one or two picking 
waves contribute to the NSD. The number of orders from the current cycle that have been picked 
0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
Online order response policies over time 
Orders (cum.)
Response 1
Response 2
Response 3
tw+Ttw-T tw
Tµ2
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 8 
before deadline  are attributed to one picking wave only, starting in the current cycle at  (e.g. see 
Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)). Alternatively, the orders are attributed to two picking waves: one picking wave 
starting at  and another picking wave starting either at  −  or at	 + . This can only happen if 
the retailer starts picking for the current order cycle too late, i.e.,  <  ≤ , therefore the picking 
wave starting at  −  contributes to NSD, see Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)) or too early,  −  <  ≤  − , 
and therefore the picking wave starting at  +  contributes to NSD. Due to the cyclical nature of the 
picking problem, the scenario with picking waves at tw and tw+T is equivalent to the scenario with 
picking waves at tw-T and tw and does not require a separate analysis. We discuss the remaining two 
cases separately. 
 
Figure 3. Single wave picking: only the picking wave in the current cycle contributes to NSD in (a) and 
(b), and both the picking waves in the current and previous cycle contribute to NSD in (c) and (d). 
 
Case 1: Only the picking wave in the current cycle contributes to NSD, i.e.,	 −  <  ≤. 
 
In this case, if  ≥  ( − )⁄ , then & =  +  ⁄ ≤ , which means picking activities finish 
before the deadline (see Fig. 3(a)). The number of orders arriving in the current cycle is	. Among 
them, those arriving from  −  to  have been fulfilled, while those arriving from  to	 will not be 
picked before the deadline. Thus, for this case: 
	 = ( − ( − )) = 1 −  −   
 
If  <  ( − )⁄ , then & >  and picking activities finish after the deadline (see Fig. 3(b)). By the 
deadline, ( − ) orders will have been fulfilled. Among these picked orders, (( − 	) −( − 	)) orders are ‘residual’ from the previous cycle. Therefore, the number of orders that arrive in 
the current cycle and are picked before the deadline is ( − ) − (( − 	) − ( − 	)). Thus: 
(a)
tw tctw-T tc-T
Current cycle
Pool of orders 
aiming at td
tf td
Residual 
from the 
previous 
cycle
λ µ
(b)
tw tctw-T tc-T
Current cycle
Pool of orders 
aiming at td
tftd
Residual 
from the 
previous 
cycle
λ µ
(c)
twtctw-Ttc-T
Current cycle
Pool of orders 
aiming at td
tf td
λ µ
(d)
twtctw-Ttc-T
Current cycle
Pool of orders 
aiming at td
tftd
λ
µ
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	 = ( − ) − (( − 	) − ( − 	)) = ( − )  −  −   
In summary, when only the current picking wave contributes to NSD (i.e.,  −  <  ≤ ): 
 
	 = 4(5)6  − 5 												for						 ≤  < 6(5)1 − 5 																								for												 ≥ 6(5)	 	                                               (2) 
 
Based on Eq. (2), 	 increases linearly in picking rate  until a certain point (i.e.,  = 6(5)) after 
which it remains at a constant level equal to 1 − 5 . Since 5 ≥ 0, 	 ≤ 1.  Clearly, the retailer 
can only achieve a 100% service level (	 = 1) when picking starts at the order cut-off time ( = ) 
with a minimum critical picking rate  = 6(). If the picking rate is not sufficiently high, the retailer 
can never achieve a 100% service level (	 = (5)6  − 5 < 1).  At the lowest picking rate, i.e., 
 = , 	 = ()  and is independent of the wave release time . 
 
Case 2: Both the picking waves in the current cycle and previous cycle contribute to 
NSD, i.e.,  <  ≤ . 
 
In this case, if  ≥  ( − )⁄ , then & ≤  and picking activities finish before the deadline (see Fig. 
3(c)). Since all orders arriving from  −  to  will have been picked by the deadline	. 	 = 1. 
 
For	 <  ( − )⁄ , picking activities finish after the deadline (see Fig. 3(d)). Orders arriving from ( − 	) to ( − 	) have been picked by the wave from the previous cycle, while the wave in the 
current cycle has processed ( − ) orders. Therefore, if	( − ( − )) ( − )⁄ ≤  < ( − )⁄ , the picking wave in the current cycle will fulfil all orders arriving from ( − 	) to  by 
the deadline and therefore		 = 1. 
 
Otherwise, the number of orders arriving in the current cycle and that have been picked by the 
deadline is ( − ) + (( − 	) − ( − 	)) and  
 
	 = ( − ) + (( − 	) − ( − 	)) = ( − )  +  −   
 
In summary, when both the picking waves in the current and previous cycle contribute to NSD (i.e.,  <  ≤ ): 
	 = 4(5)6  + 5 																					for								 ≤ 	 < 6(5;)(5) 	1																																																for															 ≥ 6(5;)(5) 		                                     (3) 
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From Eq. (3) it is clear that 	 increases linearly in picking rate  until a certain point (i.e.,  =
6(5;)(5) ) after which it becomes constant at a level equal to 1. At the lowest picking rate, i.e.,  = , 
	 = ()  and is independent of the wave release time . 
 
3.3. Best Performance Frontier (BPF) for BOPS with single wave picking 
We use a numerical example to demonstrate how the results from Section 3.2 can be used to derive 
the BPF for BOPS services with a specified order cut-off time and deadline. Consider the British 
Supermarket Tesco’s current service promise for its same day BOPS offering: orders placed before 
9am will be ready for collection after 12noon. For convenience, we consider a two-day planning 
horizon [0, 2] with day 1 (yesterday 0am-12pm) = [0, 1] and today (0am-12pm) = [1, 2]. Today’s order 
cut-off time and deadline are then ( = 1 + 9 24⁄ = 1.375) and  = 1 + 12 24⁄ = 1.5. Assume the 
demand rate at a particular location is λ = 300 orders per day. In Case 1 when	 −  <  ≤ , we 
investigate the minimum picking rate needed and the maximum service level that can be achieved 
when the retailer decides to pick today at 6am ( = 1 + 6 24⁄ ), 8am ( = 1 + 8 24⁄ ) and 9am 
( = 1 + 9 24⁄ ) respectively. The computation is based on Eq. (2) with  = 300 and  = 1 and the 
results are illustrated in Fig. 4. 
 
Figure 4. Best Performance Frontier (BPF) for single wave picking with pre-specified order cut-off and 
deadline times. 
 
Point (a) in Fig.4 shows that the retailer can achieve a service level of ( − ) ⁄ = (1.5 − 1.375) 1 = 0.125⁄  at the lower boundary value for the picking rate (i.e., =  =300), independent of the wave release time. The picking rate cannot be less than the demand rate as 
backlogs would build up constantly. When the retailer increases the picking rate from its lower 
boundary value, the service level increases linearly up to a critical point ( =  ( − )⁄ ) at which 
the service level reaches a maximum value (1 − ( − ) ⁄ ) and remains constant for any further 
increase in the picking rate. For example, in the case where the retailer starts picking exactly at the 
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cut-off time of 9am, i.e.,  = , any increase in the picking rate below a level of  =  ( − )⁄ =300 (1.5 − 1.375) = 2400⁄  will increase the service level. A picking rate of 2400 is the critical point 
where the service level reaches its highest point, shown by point (d) in Fig. 4, where service level is 1. 
This critical point is the minimum picking rate  required to achieve the maximum service level. 
Clearly, if the retailer starts picking earlier than 9am, the lower the maximum service level that can be 
achieved, but also the lower the critical picking rate needed to achieve that maximum service level. For 
example, if the retailer starts picking at 6am, the maximum service level attainable is 87.5% (1 −(1.375 − 1.25) 1 = 0.875⁄ ) and the corresponding minimum picking rate needed is only  = 1200 
(point (b) in Fig. 4). When aiming at high service levels, retailers should wait and schedule the wave 
release time  close to the cut-off time  and process orders with a higher minimum picking rate. 
 
Connecting all the critical points for different wave release times yields the curve shown in Fig.4 (solid 
line), which is the Best Performance Frontier (BPF). In a BOPS system operating with pre-defined 
cycle length , order cut-off time , deadline  and demand rate , any point on the BPF provides the 
retailer with the minimum picking rate  and the corresponding wave release time  	for a given 
service level. For example, if the retailer sets a target service level of 95.8% (i.e., 	 = 0.958), Eq.(2) 
yields a wave release time 0f 8am ( =  − (1 − 	) = 1.375 − (1 − 0.958)1 = 1.333) and a 
corresponding minimum picking rate of  =  ( − )⁄ = 300 (1.5 − 1.333⁄ ) = 1800 , shown by 
point (c) on the BPF in Fig. 4.  
 
The BPF informs the retailer about the best picking rate and wave release time combination for any 
desired service level. Retailers can use the BPF as a diagnostic tool and benchmark their current 
operations against the best performance that can be attained. For example, if a retailer releases the 
picking wave at 8am and operates with a picking rate of 1650, a service level of 87.5% will be achieved, 
shown by point (e) in Fig. 4. Releasing the wave earlier (e.g. 6am) will achieve the same service level 
but requiring a picking rate of only 12oo, as shown by point (b) in Fig. 4.  Keeping the wave release 
time at 8am but increasing the picking rate to 1800 would increase the service level to 95.8% (point 
(c) in Fig.4). On the other hand, the BPF shows that for a picking rate of 1650 a wave release time of  =  −  ⁄ = 1.5 − 300 1650⁄ = 1.318 (=7.38am) will achieve a service level of 94.3% (	 = 1 −( − ) ⁄ = 1 − (1.375 − 1.318) 1⁄ = 0.943). This example shows that a small (22 minutes) change 
in wave release time could result in a rather large improvement in service performance. More 
generally, retailers should moderate their service level expectations when operating well outside the 
BPF.  
 
The gradient of the BPF provides further insights on the trade-offs between the service level and the 
management of picking operations. From Eq. (2), we can see that 	 = 1 − ( − ) ⁄  and  = ( − )⁄  on the BPF. The first derivative of 	 with respect to is -EF5 = G, meaning that if the 
retailer wants to improve the service level by ∆, picking activities should be scheduled ∆ time units 
later (i.e., increase  by ∆). This in turn leads to an increase in the picking rate of  6I(5)((5;∆))∆ 
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(=
6((5;∆)− 6(5)). Generally, 6I(5)((5;∆)) ≫ 1 holds since demand rate  is very large 
compared to time related parameters such as  . That is to say, the retailer can enhance the service 
level by commencing picking activities later. However, a much higher picking rate is needed to process 
orders in a narrower window. These relationships can be used to quantify the adverse impact on the 
picking rate and therefore on labor costs when a retailer seeks to improve the service level. 
 
Fig. 4 also illustrates the relationship between the picking rate and service level for case 2 when the 
retailer starts picking at 10am and 11am, respectively. If the retailer moves the wave release time away 
from the order cut-off time towards the deadline, the order processing window becomes narrower and 
the picking rate required to achieve a target service level increases strongly. For example, to guarantee 
a 100% service level, if the retailer starts picking at 10am, a picking rate of 3450 is required, shown by 
point (f) in Fig. 4 and if picking is postponed until 11am, a minimum picking rate of 6600 is needed,  
shown by point (g) in Fig. 4. Likewise, the =10am and =11am performance curves also start at the 
service level ( − )  = 0.125⁄  for	 =  = 300. Although a 100% service level is achievable when 
picking starts after the cut-off time, this requires very high picking rates, which may not be a 
comfortable or recommended operational situation for many retailers. In the remainder of the paper, 
we therefore focus on situations where the wave release time(s) for the current order cycle is (are) in 
the interval ( − ,	]. 
 
3.4. Key relationships for single wave in-store picking 
In the following two propositions, we formalize the relationship between service level, picking rate, 
and the wave release time along the Best performance Frontier (BPF) for single wave BOPS in-store 
picking. 
 
Proposition 1: If a retailer sets a service level K for a same day BOPS service, the 
minimum picking rate needed and the corresponding wave release time in single wave 
picking are on the BPF, satisfying ∗ =  − (1 − K) and ∗ =  ( −  + (1 − K))⁄ . 
 
Proof: 
The results follow immediately from Eq.(2): when	1 − 5 = K, the wave release time on the BPF is ∗ =  − (1 − K). This can be achieved as long as  ≥  ( − )⁄ . Since the retailer seeks to 
minimize the picking rate, the minimum picking rate ∗ =  ( − ∗)⁄ =  ( −  + (1 − K))⁄ . 
This minimum picking rate is the critical point to achieve a pre-defined service level. Any picking rate 
 lower than ∗ only achieves a service level	(5)6  − 5 < K, whereas for the same ∗ any picking 
rate higher than ∗ only achieves service level	K. Similarly, releasing the wave before ∗ can only 
result in a lower maximum service level, whereas releasing the wave after ∗ can only achieve the 
same service level K with a higher picking rate. 
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Note that if a retailer aspires to achieve a 100% service level, i.e., K = 1, picking should be commenced 
at the exact order cut-off time, i.e., ∗ = . Otherwise, the retailer can start picking before the order 
cut-off time for a lower service level. 
 
Proposition 2: The retailer will always finish picking activities in a cycle at the deadline 
if operating on the BPF. 
 
Proof: 
Substituting ∗ =  − (1 − K) into		∗ =  ( −  + (1 − K))⁄ , yields	 = ∗ +  ∗⁄ , which is 
equal to the finishing time	&. 
 
3.5. Single wave picking with two different arrival rates 
Here we consider the scenario where a retailer experiences two different arrival rates, 	G and #, in 
the current cycle of orders. Specifically, we assume that there is a specific point	∗, at which the 
demand arrival rate G experienced in [ − , ∗] shifts to # for the remainder of the cycle	[∗, ]. In 
some retail contexts, many customers will seek to place their orders well before the order cut-off time, 
i.e., there will be an early demand surge (	G > #), to reduce their risk of missing the cut-off time and 
failing to qualify for a same day BOPS service. In other retail contexts, many customers may 
procrastinate and place orders just before the order cut-off time, i.e., a late demand surge (G < #) 
(see Fig. 5). Keeping other model assumptions the same, we show how the picking rate		and wave 
release time 	 on the BPF are affected by the timing and duration of demand surges in a cycle for the 
single wave case.  
 
Figure 5. Single wave picking model with a late demand surge. 
 
Using the same analytical approach, with a given service level	K, the expressions for the wave release 
time ∗ and picking rate ∗ are as follows: 
  
∗ = 4K N1 −
6I6OP (∗ − ) + K +  − 																							for		 ≤ ∗ ≤  − (1 − K) N6O6I (∗ +  − ) +  − ∗P 											for			∗ <  ≤ 	 ; 										
∗ = (6O6I)(∗);6O(5) .     (4) 
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Readers are referred to Appendix A for the derivation of the service level and critical points for two 
different demand rates within a cycle. When comparing Eq. (4) with Eq. (2), the difference in the 
critical points for this scenario and the constant demand rate scenario is not straightforward. 
Specifically, the difference in the critical points depends on the value of ∗ (i.e. the demand rate switch 
point) and the difference between two arrival rates	G, #. We conduct numerical analyses below to 
show how the relationships between the two arrival rates	G, # and the change in demand rate switch 
point ∗	 impact on the minimum picking rate. 
 
3.5.1. The timing of demand surge 
We examine whether an early or a late demand surge is advantageous for the retailer, i.e., which 
situation requires a lower picking rate. As before, our example is based on the British Supermarket 
Tesco’s current service promise for its same day BOPS offering: orders placed before 9am will be ready 
for collection after 12 noon, and consider a two-day planning horizon [0, 2] with day 1 (yesterday 
0am-12pm) = [0, 1] and today (0am-12pm) = [1, 2]. Today’s order cut-off time and deadline are  = 1.375 (9am today) and  = 1.5 (12noon today). We fix the service level 	K = 0.95. We set G = 600, # = 300 in an early surge scenario and G = 300, # = 600 in a late surge scenario. The 
values set for the demand rate switch point ∗ are {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.875, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 
1.35}. For example, ∗ = 0.875 (i.e. 9pm yesterday) means demand rate is 300 orders/day from 9am to 
9pm yesterday and 600 orders/day from 9pm yesterday to 9am today in a late surge scenario. For 
each	∗, we obtain and summarize the results (see Fig. 6) for both 	∗ and ∗ based on Eq. (4). 
 
Figure 6. The minimum required picking rate in an early and a late surge scenario for single wave 
picking. 
 
All other conditions being the same, when ∗	is small, an early surge is more advantageous for the 
retailer as it requires a lower picking rate compared to a late surge scenario. However, as ∗ increases, 
a late surge becomes more favorable for the retailer. This is explained by the fact that when ∗ is small, 
there is a shorter window [ − , ∗] for orders to arrive at rate G and a longer window [∗, ] for 
orders to arrive at rate	#. Therefore, the late surge scenario (G < #) will have more orders in the 
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current cycle and will require a higher picking rate to finish the workload. However, as ∗ increases, 
fewer orders will  build up in the late surge scenario and therefore a lower picking rate is required. 
Hence a late surge becomes more appealing to the retailer after a certain point	∗. 
 
When	∗ = 0.875 (i.e., 9pm yesterday) the current cycle is split into 12 hours of arrival rate G and 12 
hours of arrival rate	#. Therefore, the number of orders that accumulate in the current cycle is the 
same for the early and late surge scenario. However, the picking rate required in the early surge 
(2250) is lower than that in the late surge scenario (2769.23). In other words, although the same 
number of online orders have accumulated in the system, early and late surges require different 
picking rates and wave release times. These results indicate that retailers should consider carefully the 
impact of the timings and durations of different demand rates experienced in a BOPS cycle. 
 
3.5.2. The discrepancy between two demand rates 
In addition to the timing of demand surges, we are also interested in the impact of the relative levels 
in the two demand rates. For the numerical experiments, we fix  = 1.375,  = 1.5, K = 0.95 and the 
values set for ∗ are	R0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.875, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2S. Based on Eq. (4), we investigate the picking 
rate in three scenarios when the demand rate difference is 300, 500, and 900, respectively (see Fig.7). 
 
Figure 7. The minimum picking rate when the arrival rate difference is 300, 500 and 900. 
 
Clearly, when the demand rate discrepancy is relatively small, the difference in the minimum picking 
rate required for a late or an early surge is also small. However, when the retailer encounters two 
substantially different arrival rates in a day, the difference in picking rate required for an early or a 
late surge is considerable. In other words, when the difference in the relative magnitude of the two 
arrival rates is small, the timing of a demand surge has limited impact on the retailer. However, when 
the difference in the two arrival rates is large, the picking rates required in an early surge and a late 
surge are very different.  
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3.6. A generalized store wave picking model 
We have shown the relationship between the picking rate and wave release time for single wave 
picking for a BOPS service with a given service level. A natural extension therefore is what is the 
minimum picking rate when a retailer picks with more than one wave in a day? Additionally, how 
many picking waves should a retailer launch in a day? To this end, we present a generalized model 
where the service level is a function of both the number of picking waves and the picking rate.  
 
In multiple wave picking, N picking waves are released at times tw,1, tw,2, …, tw,N to process all λT 
orders that have accumulated in (tw,1-T, tw,1] with a picking rate µΝ ≥ λ. The orders that contribute to 
NSD are those that arrive in order cycle (tc-T, tc] and that are picked before the deadline td with tc ≤ td 
< tc+T. We assume that waves in a cycle are immediately sequential, i.e., the next picking wave starts 
immediately after the end of the current wave (see Fig. 8 for a 3-wave model).  
 
Workload is the number of orders accumulated for a pick wave to process. We first summarize the 
expressions for the workload handled in each wave in a multi-wave picking model in Table 2 and show 
the derivation of the service level. We then discuss the two cases where the picking rate equals the 
arrival rate and where the picking rate is greater than the arrival rate. In each case, we reveal the 
intertwined relationship between the service level, the picking rate, the number of picking waves and 
wave release times in a cycle.  
 
Figure 8. A generalized store wave picking model - illustration of 3 waves per cycle. 
 
Table 2. Workload for each picking wave in the generalized store picking model. 
Waves Workload 
First wave (,G − T,- − U) = (,# − ,G)- 
Second wave (,# − ,G) = (,V − ,#)- 
. 
. 
. 
 
i-th wave ((, − ,G)) = (,;G − ,)- 
. 
. 
. 
 
Second last wave (N-1) (,-G − ,-#) = (,- − ,-G)- 
Last wave (N) (,- − ,-G) = (& − ,-)- 
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Solving the equations in Table 2, we find that the daily picking activities finish at: 
& = ,- + ( WXY)Y( WXY)Z;( WXY)O;( WXY)I;⋯;( WXY)Y\O  = 4
,- +  ⁄ 																														for						- = 	
,- + 6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y)															for						- >  .                (5) 
 
If picking finishes before the deadline (i.e.,	& ≤ ), all orders arriving from  −  to ,- will have 
been picked by the deadline. Orders arriving from ,-  to  will fail to be picked by the deadline. Thus: 
 
	 = (,- − ( − )) = 1 −  − ,- 						for										& ≤  
 
If picking finishes after the deadline (i.e.,	& > ), T − ,GU- orders will have been fulfilled by the 
deadline. However, among these picked orders, (( − ) − (,- − )) orders are ‘residual’ from the 
previous cycle. Thus: 
 
	 = T − ,GU- − (( − ) − (,- − ))		 = T − ,GU- −  − ,- 									for											& >  
 
In summary, the service level 	 for N picking waves can be expressed as follows: 
 
	 = 4 T5,OU"Y6 − 5,Y 																																					for										& > 1 − 5,Y 																																																							for										& ≤ 	.                              (6) 
 
Evidently, if	K = 1, then	,- = . As a result, we present the following proposition: 
 
Proposition 3: If a retailer strives for a 100% service level, i.e., K = 1, picking activities 
should be scheduled in a way such that the last wave starts exactly at the order cut-off 
time to guarantee service with a minimum picking rate.  
 
Based on Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), the exact solutions for ,-, - and  depend on the expression of finish 
time	&, which hinges on the comparison of the arrival rate and the picking rate. Therefore, we discuss 
two separate cases. 
 
Case 1: Picking rate is equal to arrival rate, i.e., - = . 
In this case, orders are evenly distributed among picking waves so that each wave has a duration of   ⁄ . Therefore, ,- = ,G + ( − 1) ⁄  and	& = ,- +  ⁄ . Based on Eq. (6), if & >  and - = , 
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	 = T5,OU"Y6 − 5,Y = 1 − G- +  . If & ≤ , 	 is a constant which can be derived by using 
the point when & = . Replacing ,- with & −  ⁄ =  −  ⁄  in 	 = 1 − 5,Y  gives		 = 1 −G- +  . Thus, when	- = , service level 	 = 1 − 5,Y = 1 − G- +  .  
 
An interesting observation is that when	- = , the service level only depends on the number of 
picking waves, regardless of wave release times. Specifically, the service level increases as the number 
of picking waves launched per cycle increases but with a diminishing gradient (i.e., 
-EF- = G-I > 0 and 
I-EF-I = − #-] < 0). In this case, with a given NSD service level K, the retailer can be informed with the 
minimum number of picking waves needed:  ≥ ^ (G_);()`.  For example, the retailer needs to 
launch at least ^ ()` waves for a 100% service level. An intrinsic quality of this case is that the 
retailer has to pick continuously, i.e., the order picking window equals to cycle length , which could 
be unrealistic for retail operations in practice.  
 
Case 2: Picking rate is greater than arrival rate (see Fig.8), i.e.,	- > .  
Based on Table 2, we have the following expressions: 
 
, = ,G + 6"YY\O6a"YY\a)("YY6Y) , 
,- = ,G + 6("YY\O6Y\O)("YY6Y) , 
& = ,- + 6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y) .                                                                 (7) 
 
Based on Eq. (6), 	 remains constant at the level of 1 − 5,Y  as long as ,- + 6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y) ≤ . 
Denote b(-) = 6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y) and clearly: 
 cb(-)c- = − 
-[--G + ( − 1)--# + ⋯+ 2--# + -G][-(--G + --# + --V# +⋯+ --# + -G)]# < 0 
 
That is to say, picking rate - can only be minimized when b(-) = 6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y)  is maximized, which 
means that ,- + 6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y) ≤  is binding. This reinforces proposition 2 that the last picking wave 
always finishes exactly at the deadline if the retailer operates on the BPF. Additionally, with a given 
service level	K, the last wave commences at ,- =  − (1 − K) and the relationship between the 
number of picking waves and picking rate on the BPF satisfies 
 
6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y) = 5,Y =  + (1 − K).                                                            (8) 
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This leads to the following proposition delineating the relationships between the number of picking 
waves, the minimum picking rate, and the wave release times on the BPF for the generalized model. 
 
Proposition 4: When the picking rate is greater than the demand arrival rate, for a 
given service level, the more picking waves a retailer launches per cycle, the lower the 
picking rate required but the earlier the first wave must commence.  
 
The proof of proposition 4 is presented in Appendix B. We use the same example of Tesco’s same day 
BOPS offering to illustrate proposition 4. The picking rate -	and the wave release times , 	are 
computed based on Eq. (7) and (8) for each  (see Table 3). Tesco advertises that all orders placed 
before 9am today will be ready for collection after midday. Therefore, the current cycle ( = 1) starts 
from 9am yesterday ( −  = 0.375) to 9am today ( = 1.375), during which all orders accumulated 
are due at midday today ( = 1.5). To achieve a 95% service level, the retailer should start picking at 
7:48am (,G = 1.325) today with a picking rate of 1714.29 if operating one picking wave per cycle. 
However, if the retailer decides to pick an extra wave for the same service level, picking should start at 
11:38pm yesterday (,G = 0.985) but with a picking rate approximately three times smaller (	- =582.657). To reduce the picking rate to its boundary value, i.e.,	- =  = 300, the retailer should 
launch at least 6 picking waves ( ≥ ^ (G_);()` = ^ G(Gd.ef);(G.fG.Vgf)` = 6) for the target service 
level and pick continuously.  
 
To visualize how the picking rate needed for a guaranteed service level can be lowered with more 
picking waves, we generate the BPF for each  and for desired service levels between 93% and 100% 
based on Eq. (8) (See Fig. 9). By launching more picking waves per cycle, the retailer could push the 
picking rate needed for a guaranteed service level closer to the boundary level (i.e., 	- =  = 300). 
However, Fig. 9 also reveals the diminishing effect of reducing picking rate by initiating more picking 
waves per cycle. For example, with a target service level of 95%, the retailer could decrease the picking 
rate needed by 1131.633 (1714.29-582.657) from single wave to two waves per cycle. However, if the 
retailer picks an extra wave from two-wave picking, the picking rate can only be reduced by 175.006 
(582.657-407.651). Essentially, Proposition 4 means that if the retailer launches more picking waves 
per cycle, picking will start earlier but still finish the last wave at the deadline. As a result, the order 
processing window is prolonged and therefore the retailer could lower the picking rate needed to 
attain the target service level. However, the picking rate cannot be lowered infinitely since it needs to 
be no less than the demand rate to ensure feasibility. Therefore, the impact of increasing the number 
of picking waves on reducing the picking rate diminishes as the picking rate approaches the demand 
rate. In general, retailers have a budget for the number of pickers and therefore the picking rate for 
online fulfilment services. Eq. (8) can be used by retailers to decide the number of picking waves per 
cycle and the wave release times flexibly based on the budget or resources they have for BOPS order 
picking operations.  
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Table 3. Generalized store wave picking model - a numerical illustration. 
The number 
of picking 
wave 
launched per 
cycle () 
The 
minimum 
picking 
rate (-) 
The 1st 
wave 
release 
time ,G 
The 2nd 
wave 
release 
time ,# 
The 3rd  
wave 
release 
time ,V 
The 4th  
wave 
release 
time ,h 
The 5th 
wave 
release 
time ,f 
The 
picking 
duration 
( − ,G) 
1 1714.29 1.325     0.175 
2 582.657 0.985 1.325    0.515 
3 407.651 0.764 1.087 1.325   0.736 
4 344.367 0.629 0.894 1.124 1.325  0.871 
5 313.454 0.543 0.751 0.951 1.142 1.325 0.957 
6 300 - - - - - 1.0 
 
 
 
Figure 9. The shift in Best Performance Frontier (BPF) as the number of picking waves per cycle 
varies. 
 
4. Managerial insights and implications 
The landscape for omni-channel retailing and specifically for BOPS fulfilment services is highly 
competitive (Witcher, 2018). It is vital for retailers to understand how to schedule and improve the 
picking of online orders in conventional retail stores (Spencer, 2016) and to understand the minimum 
staffing levels needed to guarantee a desired or advertised service level (Mahar and Wright, 2017). For 
example, the retailer ‘PrettyLittleThing’ had to suspend its advertised next day delivery service for 
weeks as its fulfilment capacity could not match the very high demand (Stevens, 2018). To 
demonstrate the contribution of our work, we discuss the managerial insights and implications of the 
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analytical models and results presented in Section 3 for omni-channel retailers who provide BOPS 
services.  
 
When designing BOPS service offerings, retailers may be tempted to set the order cut-off time and 
deadline by rules of thumb considering factors such as business opening and closing hours or 
customer lifestyles in the operating regions (Ko et al., 2007). For example, the deadline for same day 
BOPS services is typically 12 noon, 2pm or 4pm in the UK when customers finish work and then visit 
stores to collect their orders. However, there are no guidelines to help retailers to decide when to start 
picking BOPS orders. Clearly, if retailers wait for more orders to accumulate, fewer orders arriving 
late in the cycle would be missed. However, this shortens the order processing window and therefore a 
higher picking rate is required, which incurs higher labour costs. Our analytical models assist retailers 
in deciding when to start picking, the number of picking waves to deploy, and to understand the 
impact of the wave release time on the required picking rate.  
 
In single wave BOPS picking, we have presented the BPF.  For a specific service level, the 
corresponding   point on the BPF curve shows the minimum picking rate needed and allows the 
required wave release time to be calculated. The BPF can assist retailers in several ways. First, the 
results presented allow the lowest staffing level and the schedule of picking activities for a given BOPS 
service level to be determined. Second, retailers can use the BPF to identify the maximum service level 
attainable for a given picking rate with the known parameters of demand rate, order cut-off time, and 
deadline. Third, the BPF serves as a diagnostic tool for retailers to benchmark their current operations 
against the best that could be attained. The positive but diminishing gradient of the BPF means that 
an increase in the picking rate improves the service level but that its impact becomes weaker. In other 
words, a large increase in the picking rate is needed when retailers aim at achieving service level close 
to 100%. Recall that if the service level increases by	∆, the picking rate required has to increase by  
6I(5)((5;∆))∆. This finding provides a way to quantitatively measure the impact of the increase in 
the service level on the picking rate, which can be used by retailers to consider trade-offs between 
service level and costs. 
 
For retailers that aspire to achieve a 100% service level, picking activities should be scheduled in a way 
to ensure that the last picking wave is released exactly at the order cut-off time. In this way, all orders 
arriving in the current cycle can be fulfiled by the promised deadline. If a less ambitious service level is 
set, i.e., 0 < K < 1, the retailer can schedule all the picking waves before the order cut-off time. For 
retailers interested in reducing the picking rate, they should never start a picking wave too late, i.e., 
after the order cut-off time. Otherwise, a higher picking rate associated with higher costs, is needed to 
maintain the target service level. 
 
In the generalized model, we show that the more picking waves a retailer launches per cycle, the lower 
the picking rate needed for a guaranteed service level. Specifically, the required picking rate can be 
pushed closer to its boundary value (i.e. 	- = ) when launching more picking waves per cycle. 
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However, the picking rate reduction benefit becomes less significant as the number of picking wave 
per cycle increases. Meanwhile, the retailer should commence the first picking wave earlier while still 
finishing picking activities at the deadline (i.e., & ≤  is binding). Therefore, the overal picking 
duration is longer when the retailer picks more waves per cycle with a lower picking rate. Hence, our 
results show there is a trade-off between lowering the picking rate and prolonging the overall picking 
duration. This observation can assist retailers to make more sensible planning decisions on picking 
resources, particularly staffing level in stores. For example, instead of hiring more pickers to boost the 
picking rate for a target service level for BOPS offerings, retailers could avoid such a hiring cost by 
asking current pickers to work extra time, which can be quantified by our analytical models. With the 
longest possible picking duration and a target service level given retailers’ specific business operating 
environment (e.g. regulations on working hour limits and policies on payment for working overtime), 
our results can be used to determine the lowest staff level for BOPS picking. More generally, the 
results can help retailers to schedule their picking activities flexibly for a target service level depending 
on the picking resources determined by workforce budgets at their disposal.  
 
In the case when a retailer experiences two different arrival rates per cycle, before the demand rate 
switch point, a lower picking rate is needed when more customers place their orders well before the 
order cut-off time, i.e., when there is an early surge in demand. Moreoever, the shorter the duration of 
the early surge, i.e., a smaller value for parameter ∗, the lower the picking rate needed compared to a 
late surge situation and therefore the more beneficial this 
 business environment for the retailer. However, if most customers place their BOPS orders well 
before the cut-off time and this high demand rate continues until a few hours before the order cut-off 
time when the demand rate drops (i.e., higher ∗ and therefore longer duration of the early surge), it is 
less appealing for the retailer as the picking rate required could be higher than that in the late surge 
situation. When leveraging a conventional retail store network for online fulfilment, retailers need to 
set appropriate picking rates to balance the advertised service level and the operating costs. The 
results indicate that the decision on the level of picking rate should be made taking account of the 
timing and duration of the demand change (i.e., the value of parameter ∗). The analysis shows that 
when a BOPS ordering cycle is evenly split into two periods with different demand rates in each 
period, an early or late surge will lead to different picking rates even though the number of 
accumulated orders is the same. If the difference between the two arrival rates is relatively small, the 
difference in the minimum picking rate required between early and late surge is also small. However, 
if the two arrival rates are considerably different, the BOPS demand pattern (i.e., whether it is an early 
or a late surge) is critical for the retailer as the minimum picking rate will be very different for 
different order arrival patterns. Futhermore, by investigating the impacts of the timing and the 
magnitudes of demand rate flunctuations on the required picking rate and therefore the labour costs, 
retailers can decide whether it is appropriate to introduce incentive schemes to influence the demand 
rate. Specifically, if the current customer ordering behaviour requires a high picking rate, retailers 
may seek to steer customer demand to a pattern requiring a lower picking rate by offering price 
discounts or other incentives, so long as the extra costs for incentives are lower than the labor cost 
savings.  
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5. Conclusions and future research directions  
The rise and popularity of BOPS services has brought both blessings and challenges for omni-channel 
retailers. Without considering how to carry out in-store picking operations, retailers may fulfil BOPS 
orders in an unprofitable way while jeopardizing store services for walk-in customers. To provide 
insights on the operational decisions for in-store picking activities, we have developed the Best 
Performance Frontier (BPF) to determine the minimum picking rate, the timing to start picking 
activities and the required number of picking waves to fulfil online orders to achieve a pre-defined 
service level. The BPF reveals the best combination of wave release time(s) and the picking rate for a 
given service level. A key finding is that each additional picking wave leads to an earlier start for the 
daily picking activities and therefore a longer picking duration but with a lower picking rate needed. 
We also investigate the case with different demand arrival rates in an ordering cycle and highlight the 
impacts of the both the timing and duration of demand surges on the required minimum picking rate.  
 
In this study, we derive the solutions based on a given service level. A natural extension is to examine 
the optimal service level of BOPS offerings for retailers. Enhancing the service level could lead to 
increased demand and therefore revenue growth while imposing higher operating costs to retailers. As 
a result, research on determining the optimal service level to balance the trade-off between service 
and cost could be very valuable. Future research could also consider the case when retailers adjust the 
picking rate in each wave according to the workload. We have developed the analysis to consider the 
case with two picking rates in a two wave picking model but have not included the results here to 
avoid too much detail in the paper. The combinatorial optimization of picking and delivery in ‘ship 
from store’ fulfilment is also an interesting area for further investigation. 
 
Appendix A 
The derivation of 	 and the critical point when the retailer encounters two arrival rates per cycle. 
 
We only focus on the scenario when  −  <  ≤ , since the case when picking starts too late (i.e.,  <  ≤ ) or too early (i.e.,  −  <  ≤  − ) is not an interesting scenario for retailers. When 
there are two arrival rates in one cycle, the retailer may start picking before or after the demand shift 
point. We discuss these two cases separately.  
 
Case 1: Picking starts no later than the demand shift point, ( −  <  ≤ ∗). 
The number of orders arriving in the current cycle is GT∗ − ( − )U + #( − ∗) = (G − #)(∗ −) + G. If picking activities finish before the deadline (see Fig.10 (a)), 
then	& =  + ((G − #)(∗ − ) + G) ⁄ ≤ , thus	 ≥ ((G − #)(∗ − ) + G) ( − )⁄ . Orders 
arriving from  −  to  have been picked by the deadline. Thus: 
 
	 = (5())6O(6O6I)(∗);6O = (5;)6O(6O6I)(∗);6O. 
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Figure 10. Picking wave starts before the demand shift point and (a) finishes before the deadline, (b) 
finishes after the deadline. 
 
If picking activities finish after the deadline (see Fig.10 (b)), 
then	 < ((G − #)(∗  2 ! G2 1  2⁄ . By the deadline, 1  2 orders have been picked. 
However, residual orders from    to    are among those picked orders. Thus: 
 
	 
 152"6OT1∗2152U6I1121∗2216O6I21∗2;6O 
 152"16O6I21∗2;6O  6O1∗52;6I1∗216O6I21∗2;6O . 
 
In summary, when picking starts no later than the demand shift point (   /  0 ∗): 
 
	 
 4 152"16O6I21∗2;6O  6O1
∗52;6I1∗216O6I21∗2;6O 								ijk	 16O6I21∗2;6O 0  / 116O6I21∗2;6O2152 	15;26O16O6I21∗2;6O 																																							ijk					  116O6I21∗2;6O2152 . 
 
With a given service level, K, the wave release time ∗ 
 K N1  6I6OP 1∗  2 ! K !    and the 
minimum picking rate ∗ 
 16O6I21∗2;6O;1G_2_NGWIWOP1∗2 on the BPF. 
 
Case 2: Picking starts after the demand breaking point, (∗ /  0 ). 
If picking activities finish before deadline (see Fig. 11(a)), then   11G  #21∗  2 ! G2 1  2⁄ . 
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Figure 11. Picking wave starts after the demand shift point and (a) finishes before the deadline, (b) 
finishes after the deadline. 
 
The number of orders arriving in the current cycle is 1G  #21∗  2 ! G. By the deadline, orders 
arriving from    to  have been picked. Thus: 
 
	 
 6OT∗12U;6I15∗216O6I21∗2;6O 
 16O6I2∗6O12;6I516O6I21∗2;6O . 
If picking activities finish after deadline (see Fig.11 (b)), then	 / 11G  #21∗  2 ! G2 1  2⁄ . 
 
By the deadline, 1  2 orders have been picked. However, residual orders from    to    
are among those picked orders. Thus: 
 
	 
 152"6I112152216O6I21∗2;6O 
 15216O6I21∗2;6O   6I15216O6I21∗2;6O. 
 
In summary, when picking starts after the demand shift point ( 3 ∗): 
 
	 
 4 152"16O6I21∗2;6O  6I15216O6I21∗2;6O 								ijk				 16O6I21
∗2;6O / / 16O6I21∗2;6O152 	16O6I2∗6O12;6I516O6I21∗2;6O 																																																																		ijk					  16O6I21∗2;6O152 . 
 
With a given service level, K, the wave release time ∗ 
   11  K2 N6O6I 1∗ !   2 !   ∗P and 
the minimum picking rate ∗ 
 16O6I21∗2;6O;1G_2NWOWI1∗;2;∗P on the BPF. 
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Appendix B 
Proof of proposition 4. 
When a retailer sets a target service level K and picks   1 waves per cycle, the minimum picking rate -G required satisfies: 
 
6Y\O("Y\O6)"Y\O("Y\OY\O6Y\O) =  + (1 − K).                                                         (9) 
Based on Eq. (8) and (9), we have the following expression: 
 
6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y) =  + (1 − K) 	= 6Y\O("Y\O6)"Y\O("Y\OY\O6Y\O), 
while  
 
6Y("Y6)"Y("YY6Y) = 6Y"YT"YY\O;"YY\I6;"YY\]6I;⋯;"Y6Y\I;6Y\OU = G∑ (XYW )aYamO , 
and 
 
6Y\O("Y\O6)"Y\O("Y\OY\O6Y\O) = 6Y\O"Y\OT"Y\OY\I;"Y\OY\]6;"Y\OY\n6I;⋯;"Y\O6Y\];6Y\IU = G∑ (XY\OW )aY\OamO .         (10) 
 
Denote o = - ⁄  and od = -G ⁄ . Eq. (10) leads to the following expressions: 
∑ o-pG = qTGqYU(Gq) = ∑ od-GpG = qZTGqZY\OU(GqZ) , 
qZTGqZY\OU(GqZ) = qZTqZYGU(qZG) − od- = qTqYGU(qG) . 
 
Since od- > 0, qZTqZYGU(qZG) > qTqYGU(qG)  holds. Denote ℎ(s) = tTtYGU(tG) = s- + s-G + s-#+. . +s and 
then
(t)t = s-G + ( − 1)s-# +⋯+ 1 > 0. As a result, with	ℎ(od) = qZTqZYGU(qZG) > ℎ(o) = qTqYGU(qG) , we 
have od > o and therefore	-G > -, meaning that the picking rate required to achieve the same 
service level for  − 1 waves is higher than that for  waves picking model. 
 
For a given service level K, K orders arriving within the current cycle will have been picked by the 
deadline, whether a retailer picks  − 1 or  waves. In a BPF policy, the retailer picks ( − ,G)- 
orders if  picking waves are launched per cycle and (( − ) − (,- − ))	orders are ‘residual’ from 
previous cycle. Likewise, ( − ,G,)-G orders will be picked if the retailer picks  − 1 waves per 
cycle while (( − ) − (,-G − )) orders are ‘residual’. ,G and ,G, are the release times for the 
first wave in  and  − 1 wave picking respectively. Therefore,  
 K = T − ,GU- − (( − ) − (,- − )) 																				= T − ,G,U-G − (( − ) − (,-G − )). 
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Since ,-G 
 ,- 
   11 − K) and	-G > -, T − ,GU > T − ,G,U and therefore ,G < ,G, 
hold. That is to say, a retailer will release the first wave earlier when  waves are picked than is the 
case when  − 1 waves are picked per cycle. Thus, proposition 4 is proved.  
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